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ABSTP~CT 
We give new, primarily eombinator~] proofs d the MaeW~ identities which 
rehte the weight distribation of a code to that of a dual. 
i. INTRODUCTION 
In this section we introduce notation which is assumed in the re tarder  
of the paper and discuss t~ee equivalent forms of the MaeW~s identi- 
ties. 
Let ~ be a linear c~'~_e of length n and dhnension k over the finite fie|d 
F¢ with q elements. Thus ~f is a l~near subsp~ce of ~men~on ~ of the 
n-tup|e space Fq ~ "). The elements of ~' are cared ~ ,  ~d the ~~ 
of a cod~,  or indeed of any element of Fq (n), is the nmnber of its nonzero 
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coordinates. The weight dis~bu~on d ~f is the sequence Ao, A l,..., A n 
where A~ equals the number of codewords of weight i (0 ~ i ~ n). Hence the 
A t are nonnegative integers atisfying A o -- 1 and A o + A~ + .. .  + A n = q~. 
The dual code of ~' is denoted by ~f ~. So ~f ± is the code of len~.h n and 
dimension - k consisting of all those n-tuples (d v..-, d,)  in Fq (") sati~f'mg 
cf lx + . . .  + c .d .  ffi 0 
for all codewords (cv... ,c n) of ~'. We let Bo, B I .... , B, be the weight 
distribution of ~f x. 
The MacW~_Lg~.s identifies give an important relationship between the 
weight distribution of ~' and that of its dual ~f ±. In particular they show that 
if two linear codes oTer Fq with the sa.*,ne length have the same weight 
distribution, then their dtud codes also have the same weight distribution. 
The weight pol~vomials of ~f and ~' ± are ~ven, respectively, by 
W~,(x)- E A~ xk, 
kffiO 
I I  
w¢,  (~)  = E ~,~x ~. 
k'-O 
The ~ollow~.'.~g are three equivalent forms of the Mac.Williams identifies: 
1--x ) 
q"W~(~:)fq~[l+(q-1)x]"W¢~ l+(q -1)x .  ' (~) 
j =o r j.ffio 
(0~<~<.), (~) 
~ooE a~ = q"-'~.oE ( - 1)J(o - i)'-~ ,"-~ B~ (o~¢~.).  (3) 
MacWflhams and S]oane [3] prove (1) using charact6rs and indicate how 
to derive (2~ and (3) from (1). P]ess [4] derives (2) using dementa~-y linear 
~gebra nd some combinator~ reasoning. Biahut [1] derives (2) also using 
e |emen~ linear ~gebra nd combinatorial reasoning, and then shows how 
(1) follows ~ora (~)o In a s '~  way one can derive (I) ~om (3). 
While the prccf~ d (2) cited above arc elementary, the ~.der |~g 
comb~aator~ theme behind (2) B not evident. We giv~ proofs d both (2) and 
(3) by showing that ~cse identifies are a consequence o~ a combinatorial 
co~t  carried out i~ ~:o ~vrcnt  ways. in this way wv obL~ a ¢,~iJ~bhla- 
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mte~,,~tatioz, of be~ ~o~ ~...~ ,~  ur~ .~. .~.  .... ,~.~ ~o~ ~-_~nd (3) are 
instances of a |mnily of identifies relating the weight ~but ion  of a code to 
that of its dual. 
More information on codes and their weight distributions can be [ound in 
the books [3], and [4]. 
2. PROOF OF THE Mac~~iS  IDENTITIES 
The code ~f contains qk codewords, and we list these __oodewords in some 
order and obtain a q~ by n matrix M, and the matrix of codewmds of ~. 
Thus the number of rows of M having weight i is A~ (0 ~< i ~< n). 
Let I c: { I , . . . ,  n } with ill = r, and let / = { ~x, ~,. . . ,  ":, }, where 1 ~ ~t < 
i s < --- < i, ~< n. For c-(ct ,  c,,...,c,,)~Fq ¢")we let c(1)ffi(c~,C~g,...,c~,) 
Fq ¢'). The code ~f(i) obtained from ~ bg r~~ing  to I (or puncturing 
out i )  is defined by 
Clearly ~( I )  is a linear code of len~h r, and we denote its dimemion by k z- 
~- T qk We 1~!~ v~ ) be the × r sub~.:~x o| the cedeword matrix M of 
formed by the columm in I. The dual d ~'(I) is ~'(I) ~. The weight 
distributions of ~'(I) and ~'(I) ± are denoted respectively by ,4o(I), 
A~(I), . . . ,  A,(I) and Bo(I),B~(I),..., B,(I). A summation ~l:i-, denotes a 
summation over all r-element subsets I of {1,2,..., n }. 
LE~ 1. Let r and j be integers with 0 ~ j ~< r ~< n. Then 
I I I ffi r ~ ' J / 
P~ofo Let I c. { I,..., n }, and let u be in ~'( I)  .L. Let u' be the n-~ple 
which agrees with u on the coordinate positions in I and is 0 on the 
r~~g n - ill pooh ~ ~. ,~ °, ~_ ~(~) ~ u' ¢ ~' ~ Thus every vector 
~' ( I )  ~ is ob~v_ed by ~s~icl~ng to ~e ~ordmate posi~ons in I ~ vector ~n 
~' ± which h~ O's in the coordinate positions not in I. The converse c!~r]y 
ho]~. 
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Now let u: be a vector weigh~ j in ~' ±, and let ] be the set of j 
coordinate positions on which u' is not O. Then u' has exactly n - j  zero 
n - subsets I of 1,g,..., n with coordinates, and there are exactly { } 
c ~ ~h ~.~t .~'(~) is a weight j vector o$~ _ _ .... . _ _ f(I) ~. The lemma now follows. 
[] 
We now relate ~f(I) and M(I). 
q~-~ times as a ww of M(I). 
., n }. Each codew rd of  ( I ) occurs exactlu 
Pwof. It is a consequence of our de'mlitions that each row of M(I)  is a 
codeword of ~f(I). Since the dh~er~om of ~f and ~f(I) are k and k I, 
res~ve|y ,  ~e  rank of M is k, while the rank of M(I)  is k~. We may 
assume ~e codewords of ~' have been ordered so that ~e first k: rows of 
M(1) are linearly independent and the first k rows of M are linearly 
independent. We may fur~&vr assume, using elementary row operations if
necessary, that the first k rows of M have the forth 
I 
k~ 
k-- k~ 
Now every row of M is a unique linear cornbinatiora of the first rows of 
M. Since the first kz rows of X are ]ine~r|y independent, i  now follows that 
each codeword of ~f(I) occurs exactly q~-~, times as a row of M(I). m 
Let r be an integer with 0 ~< r ~< n. A row of the codeword matrix M of ~' 
j ,, 
with we i~ j ,, " : ~:,es of 0 s. Hc~ce the n~,~nber of r-tttples 
of O's in the rows of M equ~s 
n p 
j~o  ~ r 
We c~n also count the n~ber  of r-~p]~ of O's in the rows of M by 
dete~ing  for each subset I of { 1,o~., n } o.~ car~ty  r the number of 
zero rows of M~ l). 
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Temo~ I. The number of r-tuples of O's in the ~s  of the c ~  
marx M of ~f equals 
q~-' Y' " -  B i 
~=o r I 
(o<r<. )o  
COBOLL~Y. 
j =o  r iff i  o 
(o<,<.). 
Proof of The_~.~ !o We calculate that 
p. ! ,~  P. 
~-o ~ J Bj= E E Bj(~) 
,~=0 ! l !=r  
(Len~a I) 
n 
=q'~-" E E B~(I) 
I l l  ffi r ,iffio 
=qk-r E qr-kl 
I l l f r  
[~ ' ( I )  ~ - , . -  J:,] 
ffi & ,q  n~. 
Pl-r 
By Lemma 2, q~-k~ is the number of zero rows of M(I) ,  and hence 
~lll=,q k-~, is the number ef r-tuples of O's in the rows of Hr. [] 
In order to prove (3) ht general we first prove, combin_atorl~y, the special 
case r---n, and then show how (3) for all r follows from the case r ffi n. 
W~fle (3) can be made to follow from (2), our direct proof provide~ a
combinato~'-~ interpretation f (3). In addition, we ~aow of no direct proo| of 
(3) in the ~LeraLure. 
~ 3 .  
1 n 
_ ~ ~j~(q_ 1)o-iBm. A. q.-k L ( - " '  
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Proof. Using the binomial expansion, we obtain 
jffi0 
q,-~ E ( -1 )  ~ ~ ( - i ) 'q  '~ 
=o ~ =o 
n j) 
,~_~_~ ~ 
! n(,(n )) 
_ ~( ,~. , (n - j ) / ( _ ! ) tqk_ t  
-- ~_~ ~, ~.~ I) -1)'q k-t 
t fo j f f io  !!!ffi! 
ffi E E Bi ( I )  ( -  1)'q ~'-t 
tffiOlilffit #-o 
(1,emma 1) 
n 
= Z ~ (q~-~')(- l) :q ~-' l=OlIlffil 
[d~'(I) =l-k,] 
( - 1)lllqk-~:. 
Ic_{1 ..... ,} 
We now apply @,e inclmion-exclusion principle [2] to show 
Ic{1 ..... .} 
Let P~ be t~e property that the i th coordinate of a codeword m ~ is 0 
(1 ~< i < n). Then A, is the number of coclewords of ~' satis.~g none of 
Pl, P2, .-o, Pn. Let I _  {1,..., n ~. The number of codewor~ having O's in 
coordinate positions i wi~ i ~ I (and possibly elsewhere) quals the number 
of times the zero vector occurs as a row in the subma~ix M(I) of ~e 
codeword matrix M of ~', and by Lernrna 1 this equals q~-k,. Hence (4) 
~o]]ows from ~e inc]usion~xclusion principle. I 
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Let r be an integer with 0 ~< r ~< n. A row of ~e  codeword matrix M of ~f 
- / Hence  
r-tup|es of nonzeros in the rows of M eqm~ 
We now count the r-tuples of nonzeros in the rows of M by determining for 
each subset I of {1,..., n } of cardinah'ty r the numbers of rows of M(I) 
having no O's. 
TaF.OSF_~ "2. ~'o number of r.tuples of rmnzeros in the rows of the 
codeword marx ~ .~., cg equals 
n ( 
q~-" E ( - 1 )~(q-  1) "-~ " 
j-O r 
-,) 
s Bj (n<.~<, ) .  
CoBo~Y.  
n ~ _;~, 
,~=o(J)Ai--q'-" ~" ( -1 ) i (q -1 ) ' - ' (  -,~J'JB' 
P~oc, f of Theorem 2. We calculate that 
n ) 
qk-,  y- ( _ l~i (o  _ l ) , - J ( "  - J 
n 
q*-' E ( - 1)~(q - 1-) '-~ E Bj(I) 
j~o  I11ffir 
n 
I l l=, j=o  
--'- q'~-* ~ q'-~tA,(I) 
P l - r  
(Le~ma 3) 
(Le~ma 1) 
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By Lemma I, q~-~,A,(I) is Lhe number of rows of M( i )  having no O~s, and 
th~ theorem ~o~ows. 
3. CODA 
As we have seen in the last section, the MacWilliams identities (2) and (3) 
result bycounting ha two different ways the number of r-tuples o[ zeros and 
the number of r-tuples of no nzeros, respectively, in the rows of the codeword 
matrix M. More generally, one may consider the number o| r-tuples of weight 
in the rows of M for each integer i with 0 ~ i ~ r (the cases i = 0 and i ffi r 
are ~hoge treated ha the previous ection). This leads to a |~,~fily o| identi~ies 
between ~ weight distributions of a code ~d its dual code, of which (2.) 
and (3) are hast~.c~-~s: 
As shown in [3], the solution of the MacWilliarns identities is given by 
" E (5) 
~j-- qn-~ s=0 
where Pi(~; n)  is the Kraw~ho~k polynomial 
J 
~=o t ,] t " 
Let r be an integer with 0 ~< r ~< n. The number of r-tup|es of weight i in 
E n - j  (g) 
IIl~r 
where M~{ l ) eq~]~ the n~r  of ~ws of M(I ) which have weight ~q~i to 
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i. We e.~eulate that 
IIl=¢ I l l - r  
( r ) 
[by (5)] 
m 
t 
1 
q, ' -~ 
I~1=,, 
m 
m 
F 
q._~ E(  --s 
s==O 
(Lemma 1) 
~=0 t -0  
[by(~)] 
! m m 
1 ~ . . /  • 
, "  , .o  
Hence using that (7) also gives the number of r-tuples of weight ~ in the rows 
of M, we obtain 
1 , ,{ fn -  ) . - s iBo  (8) 
i - o  g ~ ~=o ~s-o  : -" 
Thus (8) gives a |andly of identifies valid for 0 ~ ~ ~. #~ and G .~ i .~ r. 
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